SERGEI MILIAN (SOURCE D)
https://twitter.com/@ironstowe
1. Millian is president of the Russian-American Chamber of Commerce in
the USA (RACC) and the owner of a translation service.
1a. Link to RACC website and their management
http://www.russianamericanchamber.com/contact-us
2.The RACC, has survived on shoestring budgets, assists US firms looking
to do business in Russia and assists commercial ties between Ru & US.
3.The RACC was based in an apartment in Queens, where Millian
lived—though the group's letterhead that year listed a Wall Street address.
3a. Copy of their 2011 tax return.
3b.hp://www.guidestar.org/FinDocuments/2011/205/769/2011-205769796084aa90c-ZO.pdf …
4.Millian has also received an award for his work in strengthening
Russian-American relations in 2015.

«Серебряный Лучник» в Америке | Филантроп
Названы лучшие проекты Русской Америки в сфере общественных
связей в рамках премии «Серебряный Лучник»-США. Четвертая
цере...

philanthropy.ru
5. Millian is also the vice president of World Chinese Merchants Union
Association.

Sergei Millian | LinkedIn
View Sergei Millian’s professional profile on LinkedIn. LinkedIn is the
world's largest business network, helping professionals like Sergei Millian
discover inside connec…

linkedin.com

6. In April 2016 Million met in Beijing with Chinese official and Russian
ambassador to San Marino to discuss cooperation Russia and China.

Vice President at World Chinese Merchants Union
Association official meeting in Beijing
International Contacts Xiong Meng Meets President of American-Russian
Chamber of Commerce( who also serves as Vice President at World
Chinese

linkedin.com

7. Millian is a real estate broker who works in residential and commercial
properties in the United States and abroad.
8. He changed his birthname Siarhei Kukuts that's how he's listed on tax
returns for the RACC—to Millian, he has had Significant biz w Trump.
9. Millian met Trump in 2007 when Trump visited Moscow for a
"Millionaire's Fair," where he was promoting Trump Vodka.
10. Millian met Trump at Trump Tower, where he also met Michael Cohen.
11. A contract was signed with Millian to promote one of their real estate
projects in Russia and the CIS.

11a.

Сергей Миллиан: Дональд Трамп улучшит отношения с
Россией
Президент Российско-Американской торговой палаты в США Сергей
Миллиан, который работал вместе с Дональдом Трампом, рассказал...
Ria.ru
12. Millian worked with (through RACC) Russian investors looking to buy
property in the United States

13. Millian signed agreements with Richard Bowers and Co., Trump
Organization and The Related Group to jointly service the Russian clients.
13a.

Russian American Chamber of Commerce in the USA
The latest news about the Chamber, as well as up to date information
about Chamber events and happenings. issuu.com

14. Millian has said that Trump would be good for Russia if elected
president. lift economic sanctions imposed by Washington on Russia.
15. He said Trump was interested in doing business in Russia: and that
Trump In general has a very positive attitude to Russians.
16. Milian says Trump has done many projects with people from Russia.
For example Trump SoHo in New York with billionaire Tamir Sapir."
17. Milian posted a photograph of him with Trump and Jorge Perez on
Facebook in 2014.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153994138778229&set=pb.7
12148228.-2207520000.1484778072.&type=3&theater …

Pic: Millian, Trump, Perez.

18. During RNC Convention, Milian said Trump was a powerful,
charismatic, and highly intelligent leader with a realistic approach toward
Russia.
19. Milian also said I personally, wholeheartedly support his campaign. It's
been a great pleasure representing his projects in Russia.
20. In October, the Financial Times mounted an investigation of him and
the Russian-American Chamber of Commerce.
21. Financial Times Millian found a connection to Rossotrudnichestvo, a
Russian government organization that promotes Russian culture abroad.

22. Rossotrudnichestvo was under investigation by the FBI in 2013 for
using junkets to recruit American assets for Russian intelligence.

Rossotrudnichestvo
Federal Agency for the CIS issues, living abroad compatriots and
international humanitarian cooperation rs.gov.ru
23. Rossotrudnichestvo, under the jurisdiction of the Russian Foreign
Ministry, brought Americans—including political aides,on trips to Russia
24. The program was run by Yury Zaytsev, a Russian diplomat who
headed the Russian Cultural Center in Washington, DC.
25. Americans who participated in the exchange trips were later
questioned by FBI agents.
26. The FBI suspected Zaytsev and Rossotrudnichestvo had been using
the trips to Russia to cultivate Americans as intelligence assets.
27. Millian has worked with Rossotrudnichestvo.
28. He and the RACC worked with Zaytsev and the Russian group that
brought 50 entrepreneurs to the first "Russian-American Business Forum"

29. Millian sent a letter to Russian President Dmitry Medvedev after the
initiative. In that letter, Millian praised Rossotrudnichestvo.
29a.
http://www.russianamericanchamber.com/Upload/Files/Official%20letter%2
0to%20President%20Medvedev%20from%20members%20of%20RussianAmerican%20Business%20Forum%20-%20Dec%2020%2C%202011%20
%28by%20Sergei%20Millian%20%26%20Mike%20Costache%29.pdf …
30. Cohen, Hicks, Spicer, did not respond to a request for information
regarding Millian's interactions with Trump and his associates.

